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“I may be crazy, but that don’t make me wrong.”
— Marsha P. Johnson1

An excerpt, from “Three Crazy Queens”:

2. Marsha “Pay It No Mind” Johnson, August 24, 1945– July 6, 1992
The ADA says that places of employment are required to make “all reasonable 

accommodations.”
When you’re mad, you are not reasonable.
Your brain is the opposite of reason.
So who accommodates us?

Marsha, I stand in the New Museum twenty years after the brief window when 
we were both alive in the same city.

I used to visit the piers when queer kids of color like me fucked and lived in 
cardboard houses

There was still safety on the edges.
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The city still left the edges alone
The piers were not yet renovated into a dog park
It was unsafe and wonderful
I read Transgender Warriors from the library alone in my bed and learned about 

you.

Now, I see the film Tourmaline made of you, Mya playing you, reading a poem in 
the club, “I could be loyal to the girls in the club not the cop on the beat . . .” 
cutting in with archival VHS of you going, “Oh yeah Stonewall! I did start 
that! And then well . . . I got lost in the music.”

Lost in the music

is it ok to be disabled
is it ok to be nuts

reasonable accommodations
what if you do not hold Reason?

Marsha P Johnson was nuts
would you be annoyed by her?
She’s in the hospital AGAIN?
I care, I just have to have limits, you know?

who is crazy enough
to create and wear a flower crown every day when she has no house
to throw the first brick
in a cops face
defy Reason
demand the unreasonable
start every moment of queer liberation that has allowed my life?

if Marsha was here/Marsha is here
do you know
how
to love her?
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Marsha would say
I wouldn’t have made the revolution

if I wasn’t Crazy

Love the Crazy queens in your midst Listen to them

Love yourself 2

Stonewall 50. I remember Stonewall 25. I was nineteen. I lived at Avenue B 
and East 2nd Street on New York’s Lower East Side in a fifth floor walkup for 
$300 a month. I had a three way with three queerpunks from the Bay who’d 
hitchhiked to New York for the rebellion. There’s a photo of me, shirtless, on the 
front cover of the anarchist Lower East Side newspaper The Shadow, standing 
on top of a mailbox dancing with one of them, at the anarchist night march 
without a permit where we stormed a fake abortion clinic.

I remember us running up a West Side Highway still full of porn and piers, 
trans and queer sex workers living houseless and making home together. I 
remember the fierce feeling of free I felt the first time I saw a ragged queer and 
trans march taking the street. I remember the promise of us, the promise that it 
could be all different.

I also remember what it was like, back then, to be a queer femme in a com-
munity that scoffed at femme and was often deeply transmisogynist, where the 
AFAB queers my age all wore the same uniform of shaved head, Docs, and white t 
shirt— but they weren’t butch or femme, they were just “radical queers.” I remem-
ber what it was like to be a young mixed brown femme still finding words for their 
survivor, a neurodivergent and Mad queer femme two decades away from having 
language for my complex PTSD and autism, a nonbinary femme without words 
for their nonbinaryness. Someone ashamed of her panic and deep depression, who 
was trying like hell to look normal and failing and mostly living and feeling very 
alone, seen as a femme who was “too much” and “annoying” by others my age. A 
nineteen- year- old brown anarchist femme getting in fights in the infoshop with 
the white anarchists about whether it might be fucked up to move an almost 
all- white political organizing project into a Puerto Rican neighborhood, looking 
around at ACT UP being like didn’t there used to be more people of color here?, walk-
ing home from Clit Club at 3 a.m. in a bomber jacket and a hoodie over a corset 
the brown femme stripper friend I had an enormous crush on had casually gifted 
me with, stopping in Veselka and all night bookstores to warm up, wondering why 
my hips hurt so badly but shoving that bodymind knowledge away.
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That was the kind of queer I was then. That was the political moment I was in 
the middle of, then: a revival of queer and/or radical activism that often was 
oblivious in its whiteness, a vibrant city just beginning to reel from Giuliani’s 
policies of spatial deconcentration, gentrification, police violence, and privat-
ization. Movements that were neck deep in talking about trauma and chronic 
illness and the medical industrial complex, but didn’t have an out- loud political 
understanding of how ableism, disability justice, and disability were all up in our 
lives— in how we were living and dying, in who was loved and who was hated, 
in what our gifts were and in.

When I think of what the past twenty- five years of queer movement work have 
gifted me with, one of the first and biggest blessings is the queer gift of disability 
justice. Created by disabled, mostly queer and trans Black, brown,  and poor 
white disabled people out of our body/minds deepest knowledges and needs, to 
describe a movement framework that centered disabled queer and trans, Black 
and brown knowledge, lineages, desires, and demands, grounded in intersec-
tionality, anti- capitalism, leadership of the most impacted, sustainability, and 
building collective access and cross- disability solidarity.3

“Disability justice” is the word/mind/body/house that allowed me— like 
“queerness” did— to look at my whole entire life and reimagine it. Disability 
justice is the framework that allowed me to look at my sad, trauma- surviving, 
shaky- hipped, weird- brained mixed brown femme bodymind at nineteen, at 
any age, and respect her, not hate her for failing at normative (even normative 
queerpunk) queerness.

It also gifts me with a sweeping glance at the queer and trans histories I have 
been taught and that were hidden from me, that have kept me alive, asking  
me to look at them again and see and know them in a different way that does 
not erase or “forget” the disability stories in them.

Disability is everywhere. Disabled queers are in the water. We’re also writ-
ten out of history in a way that is a constant, violent, intentional forgetting, 
by both those who explicitly want us dead and nondisabled Left and queer 
movements.

In the summer of 2017, six months into Trump’s presidency, terrified of what 
it had already brought: a rise in open white supremacist/queer and trans and 
disabled and fat hatred, with Proud Boys roaming the streets of our city beating 
up friends and a Nazi torch march in Charlottesville; attempts to destroy Med-
icaid, the Affordable Care Act, and the Americans with Disabilities Act— all 
key pieces of civil rights legislation, fought for by sick and disabled people, that 
allow us to live, enter buildings and buses, pay for care work that allows us to live 
with autonomy, myself and my friend and comrade billie rain decided to codi-
rect a performance art show where we asked disabled queer and trans people, 
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95 percent of color, to make performance talking about how our disabled queer 
and trans BIPOC ancestors had survived. Fascism’s hatred of disabled people 
is brutally explicit and we were all afraid that we would be some of the first 
murdered. And we knew that we have disabled queer and trans ancestors who 
fought back, kicked ass, murdered, and evaded those who sought to destroy us. 
We knew that we needed to call on that survival resistance memory, that doing 
so would be a sick and disabled queer and trans of color magic spell for survival.

The result was “To Exist Is To Resist,” an all- disabled, majority BIPOC queer 
and trans show that ran at Seattle’s Gay City Theater, January 11–  21, 2018. As is 
typical in every run- on- a- shoestring queer performance art I have ever been a 
part of, it was a week before opening night when I was trying to figure out what 
the fuck I was going to do for my piece. I started writing about the “crazy” queer 
femmes in my life in some way, the ones who have saved me. The ones I knew 
of as friends and femmes next to me in the club, and the ones I knew of through 
books and legend.

One of them was Marsha “Pay It No Mind” Johnson. Stonewall warrior, 
cocreator of the Christopher Street march that would become Pride Day, Street 
Transvestite Action Revolutionaries (STAR) creator, cocreator of STAR House, 
a safe house created by and for houseless trans people by the brilliance and labor 
of Black and brown street sex working trans women, performer with the Hot 
Peaches Review, black trans femme brilliant organizer, artist, beloved friend, and 
community member. Someone whose life and legacy I had learned of from read-
ing Transgender Warriors at nineteen to, more recently, the grassroots scholarship 
and cultural work of Tourmaline, who battled racist, and transmisogynist secu-
rity guards to access Johnson and Sylvia Rivera’s archives and make their legacies 
accessible to a new generation of queer and trans people. Most recently, her film 
Happy Birthday, Marsha!4 has created a visually stunning, complex portrait of 
Johnson and her community.

As a younger queer, when I first heard about Marsha P. Johnson, I often heard 
her referred to quickly as “mentally ill,” without much follow- up. In 2012, I, 
like many, soaked up Randy Wicker’s video interview with Sylvia Rivera5 via 
Tourmaline’s blog, The Spirit Was,6 where Rivera shared about her own and 
Johnson’s struggles to fight suicidality. In particular Rivera talked about her  
and Johnson’s pact that when it came time to “cross the river Jordan” they 
would do it together, and her grief and loneliness after Johnson was found 
floating in the Hudson River on July 6, 1992. For most of the 2000s, I don’t 
remember anyone but Tourmaline writing about Johnson’s neurodivergence 
and her struggles with ableism as disability justice issues instead of as an indi-
vidual tragedy. Yet the impact of ableism fills Rivera’s recollections of Johnson’s 
life. In the words of Sylvia Rivera:
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Marcia had been on Social Security disability for quite some time because she had 
several nervous breakdowns. She had been locked up several times in Bellevue and 
Manhattan State. Her mind started really going. She had a doctor who did not 
diagnose her syphilis right away. So when they finally caught it, it was in the second 
stages. Marsha lived in her own realm and she saw things through different eyes. 
She liked to stay in that world so with that and the syphilis infection and then her 
husband, Cantrell, was shot by an off duty officer. He was shot to death and she 
really went over the edge.7

There are so many disabled stories in there. Living on SSDI because of your 
mental health disabilities. Being locked up. Having an incompetent doctor 
whose medical transmisogynoir doesn’t catch an illness in time before it affects 
you. Your beloved partner being murdered by the NYPD. And: living in another 
realm. Seeing things another way. Black disabled athlete and activist Dorian Tay-
lor’s Disabled Black History blog, an important documentation of Black dis-
abled history that Taylor creates every Black History month since 2018, goes into 
more detail about how the NYPD refused to investigate Johnson’s death because 
they wrote her off as a “crazy woman,” refusing to change her death’s labeling 
from suicide to murder.8

What would it mean to examine neurodiversity/suicidality, sadness, and com-
plex post- traumatic stress disorder (CPTSD) in Johnson and other Stonewall 
warriors’ lives as not just tragic disability and struggle, but also as the source of 
some of their gifts? When I look, as a Mad nonbinary femme of color, at Marsha 
and Sylvia’s refusal of respectability politics, their radical kindness and open-
ness to anyone coming through STAR House— including multiply marginal-
ized street queens and trans women and other trans people, poor and of color, 
who no doubt were seen as “crazy,” “too much,” and shunned from other queer 
communities— I see a kind of “crip kindness” I have often witnessed, especially 
in radical mental health circles, where we are firm in our refusal to throw peo-
ple away because of our own experiences of madness and being shunned. How 
does naming their organizing skills as disabled organizing skills change how we 
understand their organizing and its strengths?

I have queer disabled and Mad questions. Especially as I look at the “mad-
ness” of the Stonewall trans women of color, butches, femmes, and nonbinary 
people who threw bricks, fought with their high heels, and turned around and 
fought the fuck back— at both that radical legacy and the ways generations of 
queers invested in respectability politics as the best way to survive attempts to 
whitewash and tone down that legacy. But a riot is never “sane,” measured, 
“reasonable.” I’ve been in riots and they feel Mad to me. They feel like they 
come from a powerful place of Madness. They are a moment where people stop 
and refuse to go along with ordinary, everyday reality. Where the Mad feelings 
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and truths we often suppress fight back. I am cautious in my speculations, but I 
still wonder: If we see Stonewall through a disability justice lens, and we know 
many of the instigators of it were Mad and trauma surviving, can we also claim 
this moment of queer and trans rebellion as a Mad and disability justice space?

I also have queer disabled questions on my mind as I think of some Stonewall- 
era warriors and trans revolutionaries like Leslie Feinberg, who may or may 
not have identified as disabled then, but did as they aged. Leslie Feinberg lived 
with late-stage Lyme disease and fought violent transphobic and ableist medi-
cal exclusion for years in hir attempts to access care. Many Stonewall warriors 
live(d) CPTSD then from surviving constant transmisogynist violence, rape, 
abuse, and shunning. This is a disabled trans knowledge too. If we look for 
disability in the Stonewall Rrebellion, might it mean that we stop forgetting dis-
ability, thinking of it as a forever footnote or afterthought? Might it mean that 
we have more queer disabled wordhouses, tools, strategies, ways of imagining 
how we fight now, for the future that tastes like free than we need? If we do this, 
I want it to also mean that we don’t shun the Mad—and sick, and slow, and  
D(d)eaf, and weird, and crip, queer, trans, Two Spirit, and intersex folks in 
our lives and communities, especially those that are trans Black and brown 
women— but value and look to the disabled queer and trans knowledge we share, 
that might be what keeps us all alive. To doing the often hard-as-fuck, messy 
work of not exiling everyone who is not pretty and normal and popular— to 
really and truly figuring out how to not leave anyone behind. To remember and 
celebrate and continue the disabled queer methodologies of being real, and of 
making care teams, soup brigades, medical advocacy, and visiting your friend on 
Rikers and the nuthouse.

On Stonewall 50, I invite us to ask these disabled questions, and to look for 
disability in the roots of our revolution. I invite us to do the work of finding  
the disabled and neurodivergent stories in our queer and trans beloved dead. 
And to ask the hard questions: Do we hate or love or fear or be annoyed by 
disability and Madness in ourselves and others? What do we need in order to 
unpack our internalized ableism?

I ask that we see the ways that ableism, transmisogyny, racism, whorephobia, 
and sexism continue to come together to name neurodivergent trans people, 
particularly trans women and trans Black and brown women, as “crazy” and “too 
much” (as Morgan M. Page has written about in detail in her essay “Crazy Trans 
Women’s Syndrome”9) and that when this happens it leads to death that by exile.

I ask us to create movements and communities where we do not have to 
spend another century hiding the ways we are different in shame. I want us 
to learn from and support the people and movements already doing this work, 
from trans women of color writing and organizing about neurodivergence and 
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trauma like Miss Major Griffin- Grey, Elena Rose, Trans Lifeline, Kai Cheng 
Thom, and Gwen Benaway, and many others, to the organizing and writing 
about neurodivergence done by autistic and Mad queer and trans people of 
color like Autistic Hoya and the Icarus Project. I want us to continue to fight for 
justice against the police murders of Black and brown disabled queer and trans 
people, like Kayla Moore, a Black neurodivergent trans woman murdered by 
police in Berkeley in 2013.10

My living room altar holds a screenprint made by Brunem Warshaw in mem-
ory of beloved trans health justice organizer, nursing student, and punk anar-
chist Emma DeBoncouer. Emma died unexpectedly almost a year ago as I write 
this, on March 13, 2018.11 It holds a quote from Emma that explains this work 
better than I can:

Celebrate trans femmes while we’re alive, while we’re your lovers, while we cry, 
while we’re triggered, while it’s too much, while we have so little, when we can’t 
explain, when we shouldn’t have to, when we wanna scream, when we wanna die, 
when we tell you our experience, when we make mistakes, when we hurt your feel-
ings, when we make amends, when we relapse, when we get clean, at our brightest 
and our dimmest.12

We can honor and carry forward Marsha P. Johnson’s legacy by doing this work. 
Nothing less.
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